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Background
The habituation phenomenon is a frequency-dependent
form of non-associative learning which reflects the
excitability level of both sensory and pain systems. We
previously demonstrated a frequency-dependent deficit
of habituation of the conventional blink reflex in
migraine[1]. We investigated the habituation of the tri-
geminal nociceptive system by studying the habituation
of the late component (R2) of the nociceptive blink
reflex (nBR) in a wide range of stimulation frequencies
in subjects with migraine without aura (MWoA) and
with aura (MWA).
Methods
We studied, interictally, 25 MWoA and 17 MWA subjects,
as well as 20 healthy control subjects. We delivered a
series of 26 electrical stimuli, at different and randomly
chosen stimulation frequencies (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and
1Hz), subsequently subdivided into five consecutive blocks
of five averaged and rectified responses for each stimula-
tion frequency. Habituation was measured as the percen-
tage decrease of the mean area under the curve of the R2
component across the blocks.
Results
A significant habituation deficit in the R2 component of
the nBR was diffusely found at higher (1Hz and 0.5Hz)
and intermediate (0.3 and 0.2Hz) frequencies in MWoA
when compared to controls. MWA showed a significant
habituation deficit at intermediate (0.3 and 0.2Hz) fre-
quencies when compared to controls. No differences in
habituation rate were found at lower (0.1 and 0.05Hz) fre-
quencies between patients and controls.
Conclusions
A frequency-dependent habituation deficit in trigeminal
nociception was clearly detected in MWoA at higher and
intermediate frequencies. It indicates a wide abnormal
processing of painful stimuli at the trigeminal level during
the interictal period. On the contrary, MWA showed a
clear habituation deficit at intermediate (0.3 and 0.2Hz)
frequencies, only revealing a less impaired trigeminal noci-
ceptive excitability during the interictal period. Our data
provide further evidence for functional differences
between MWoA and MWA.
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